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ABSTRACT 

From the recent years, fabrication of movable robot with embedded autonomous navigation system has turn 

out to be one of most demanding errands. It is because of the difficulty faced in obstacle avoidance and automated 

guidance. The need for these sorts of robot are increasing rapidly in today’s automated manufacturing environment 

as they turn out to be movable. In the past, researchers have tried many platforms to develop these sorts of robot. In 

this study, robot is intended and fabricated as a movable podium that can itself find the way through nominated guide 

points and try to keep away from obstacles. The paper mainly targets to lessen fabrication time and cost of a novel 

movable podium which is concentrated on range RC model car through a modest alteration. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

For several ages in the preceding, growth of robot triangulation and hindrance evasion module has become 

the exigent task in robot building. It is because the automated movement of robot is very much necessary in 

automated manufacturing lines. The helpfulness of a system is habitually umpired by the level to which it can reach 

the target accurately and safely. This is the intention for the importance of automated navigation and obstacle 

avoidance in robot building. The mobility has become the very preliminary requirement of the robot in recent years 

(Alexey Matveev, 2017). 

Recent research in electronic fields and software embedded science in robotics can be used to do anything 

out of the scope and its extent boundary can also be improved (Luis, 2014). But most of the robots fabricated do not 

possess the required movements and depend on some incompetent movable podium (Lucas, 2016). Again this 

induces the requirement of completely independent and obstruction prevention robots.  

The usage of GPS receiver is considered to be noteworthy step forward in robot building (Chen Xia, 2016). 

Nowadays, movable robots are easily fabricated with a cheap and improved precise GPS recipient. 

Though Global Positioning System is price routine, it will deliver solitary the locality of the present place 

and the path data that has to be delivered to the elements that can offer the track for the movable robot (Wasif Naeem, 

2016). So, Development of hardware module for the robot to obtain independent navigation and avoiding the 

obstacles is the key aim of the work (Guy Zaidner and Amir Shapiro 2016).  

Chief intention of this work is developing an automaton that is based on a vehicle that can steer through 

Global Positioning System points spontaneously. This automaton is fabricated on the principle of systematic remote 

control car and whole mechanisms together with microcontrollers and sensors are on the similar foundation. 

Additional particulars on the base and robot will be debated first then proceed through each part. And will discuss 

about performance of the system and trial outcomes followed by deductions. This paper will debate subjects in 

evolving independent Global Positioning System triangulation based on Remote Control car. First, the project will 

present hardware parts comprising the car, motor driver, Global Positioning System and proximity sensors, and 

display how they are ordered with microprocessor. Then, convey certain impression about the triangulation and issue 

solving methods. And in conclusion examine the outcome of testing and debate. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Starting with the basis of navigation need a system for locomotion (movement) a brain to give commands 

for movements and finally the inputs needed to support the brain. In case robots the inputs come from sensors and 

the brain part being the microcontroller and the locomotion part being the servos and motors. 

For this project the input devices used will be ultrasonic sensor and GPS module and a digital magnetometer. 

Also for processing data a microprocessor is needed. While a lot of freeware processors are used, it was decided to 

use an arduino which is easy to code as well as highly compatible with other devices. A pictorial flow charts of all 

the components is discussed in figure.1. 

 
Figure.1. Process Flow Chart 
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There was no specific dimensional needs for the platform hence it was decided to set up rig on a custom 

chassis and got a readymade set of base and wheels from the nearest electronic shop. Also acrylic and glass chassis 

with readymade wheel set with servos are also available on the internet, yet they prove to be costly compared to the 

rigid steel mount was used. The platform is shown in figure.2. 

  
Figure.2. Platform Figure.3. DC Motor 

Two 100 RPM Direct Current motors revealed in figure.3 are used which is stuck to the back portion of the 

platform. It is considered safe to use a separate power source for the motor and the sensor circuitry, since DC motors 

draws a lot of power. It used the same battery since a motor control shield was used. 

A L298N Dual-Full bridge motor controller is used as the motor controller. Theoretically the driver draws 

24A of current. The motor controller ultimately receives commands from the processor. Also PID can be used for 

more reliability. PID is obtained by an encoder in case it need to be more accurate. 

Different sensors are used for different purposes. Basically the sensors which are going to be used are highly 

based on availability and ease of use. Since the basic aim was to create a cheaper platform, a lot of sensors as option 

are ignored. And the reason for using the selected sensors is also explained. 

Obstacle avoidance is a process where the robot while navigating through its given path will also be looking 

for obstacles and avoiding that. A huge list of various sensors to that were considered before choosing ultrasonic 

sensor. 

The factors based on which selected the sensor are distance, accuracy, signal, price and outdoor application. 

Price is also an important factor along with other factors like feasibility, affordability, and stability were also taken 

into account. 

 
Figure.4. Ultrasonic Sensor 

The HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensor shown in figure.4, customs sonar to define space to an article like animals 

do. It bids outstanding non-touch array discovery with great correctness and steady interpretations in an simple-to-

apply pack from 20 mm to 4000 mm. It process is not exaggerated by sun or black solid like Shrill area finders. It 

come from whole pack with ultrasonic transmitting device and receiving device.  

The purchased Universal Serial Bus / UART Global Positioning System device originates with a POT 

ceramic aerial which brands it a minor and whole answer for allowing Global Positioning System steering to the 

entrenched components and systems. It ropes 66 Networks and outside aerial response compatibility for supreme 

compassion. Device gives a typical 2mm DIP pin shots which delivers informal boundary to the system. The device 

is based on TTL Serial procedure which applied with any microprocessor or Personal Computer. Universal Serial 

Bus cable is comprised to attach with Personal Computer port. It can be straight persisted to USB and can be linked 

to applications like trickle pack.  

Experiment: Handling the Global Positioning System information is collected of two fragments as receiver and 

passer. Receiver is just an intruder facility monotonous that goods information into definite inconstant. Meanwhile 

the interject is established very rapidly, the code must be as minor as possible to evade late interject issue. Each time 

the processor obtains a character by a SCI channel, an interject is fixed and stock it to a universal inconstant.  

The basic algorithm on which robot works is based on simple math and geometry. That is if location is known 

and is accurate and have a means to identify heading which in this case is provided by the GPS data itself. However 

the direction information required for the rest of the algorithm is unavailable in the parsed GPS data. It is as simple 

as drawing a closest line between two initial given points through multiple points called waypoints starting from the 

initial point and moving towards the next nearby point in the direction of the heading and reaching the goal point 

eventually. The variables and their descriptions are shown in Table.1. 
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Table.1. Variables and their descriptions 

Variable Name  Description 

cHDG Current Vehicle Heading  

gHDG Goal Heading (atan2(dLat, dLong)) 

LOC Heading Differential  

gPoint Goal Point 

The magneto resistive device track is a threesome of sensor and request exact provision circuit to amount 

attractive field. With control source used, the sensor changes any instance attractive field in the subtle alignment 

ways to a variance voltage response. The magneto resistive sensor is prepared of a nickel ferrous blend and decorative 

as a resistive band component. In the attendance of an attractive field, an alteration in the bond resistive components 

reasons a consistent alteration in voltage through the bond responses.  

These resistive components are united perfectly to have a mutual subtle alliance which will give optimistic 

voltage alteration with attractive fields cumulating in the subtle way. Since the response is only relative to the 

attractive field element along its alignment, extra sensor bonds are located at right angled alignments to allow precise 

dimension of attractive field in any positioning.  

To verify the magneto resistive for correct process, a work-examination article is merged in that the device 

is within agitated with a minimal attractive field. This field is then dignified and stated. This purpose is allowed and 

the divergence is fixed by bits in the arrangement record. An interior present basis makes DC from the VDD source. 

This DC is smeared to the counterbalance bands of the resistive device that makes a non-natural attractive field 

prejudice on the sensor. The alteration of this determination and the determination of the ambient field will be located 

in the information response record for every one of the three axis. By exhausting this integral purpose, the builder 

can rapidly confirm the device’s complete application next the association without extra examination arrangement. 

The work-examination article fallouts can also be used to estimation/recompense the device’s compassion gist owing 

to high temperature.  

A set pulse is initially set, the one measurement is taken, the offset current is sent to develop a corresponding 

field and take a measurement again and then place the variation between the two in the response register.  

Handling of this system is conceded out through the bus. This system will be linked to this bus as a 

proceeding scheme under the handle of a preceding scheme.   

This method is acquiescent with bus description. As a well-matched system, this system takes a seven bit 

sequential report and ropes etiquettes. This system ropes normal and rapid methods nonetheless does not provide the 

extraordinary speed method. Outside resistors are obligatory to upkeep these typical and wild rapidity methods.  

Actions mandatory by the proceeding have importance over interior actions, such as the dimension. The 

drive of this importance is to not save the proceeding to come and the bus involved for lengthier than essential. 

However, unlike NMEA parsing the details are obtained with much rather ease. The product dimensions are shown 

in figure.5. 

 
Figure.5. Product dimensions 

The Double Bond DC Motorized Regulator will permit to effortlessly and self-sufficiently switch two motor 

of active to 2 Ampere each in mutual ways. It is perfect for machinelike uses and well matched for a microprocessor 

necessitating just a twosome of switch lines for each motor. It can also be interlinked with modest labor-intensive 

controls, etc. This unit is established on the very widespread Double Bond DC Motorized Regulator Combined 

Circuit.  

Obviously the most important and the brain of the robot is the micro processing unit which in this case is 

Arduino MEGA 2560. Why to choose arduino instead of other microcontrollers is mainly because of the simplicity 

high processing rates and high compatibility with all sensors. The paper is established on microprocessor panel 

strategies, shaped by certain dealers, by means of numerous microprocessors. These devices deliver arrangements of 

ports that can interlink to numerous growth panels and extra circuits. The panel article sequential message interlinks, 

as well as Universal Serial Bus on certain prototypes, for filling series from PC. 

A significant feature of the Arduino is its normal ports that allow operators link the CPU panel to a diversity 
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of substitutable supplementary units called shield. Certain shield transfer with the Arduino panel straight over 

numerous ports, nonetheless numerous shield are separately contactable through a bus so numerous shield can be 

loaded and applied in parallel. 

For program writing the microprocessors, the Arduino work gives an interface built on a program design 

language called Processing, which also provide provisions for the tongues C and C++. The figure.6, shows the circuit 

connections of various components in the system. 

 
Figure.6. Circuit connection with the various components 

The entire coding is done in ARDUINO IDE which is installed in computer. Arduino IDE supports both C 

and C++ as languages. Hence it is practically easy if the understanding of the algorithm is done. 

The code for the entire robot is uploaded and compiled to the arduino after making the circuit connections 

and the program given under goes free from mistakes. The code given down below is written using C and in run. 

The Arduino Interface display comprises a script corrector for lettering program, a memo part, a writing 

support, a menu bar with options for joint purposes and a sequence of menu. It attaches to the Arduino and Genuino 

component to move codes and connect with them. 

Codes transcribed by Arduino Software interface are named sketch. This sketch is written in the writing 

corrector and are protected with the file extension.ino.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
Figure.7. Analysis and Simulation 

These results were taken after the launch of the robot and it was performed in residential apartment's terrace 

and it seems quite satisfactory. The graph plotted shows the experimental results of the experiment taken at two 

different times and the accuracy seems to be consistent throughout shown in figure.7. However a lot of trial and error 

to precisely get the required results are needed. Also the actual path planning time and other variables depends upon 

the quality of the signal being received at that particular instant of time and there was a lag at certain times, when 

the prototype seemed to wait a bit longer when avoiding a hoard of obstacles. The use of ultrasonic sensors was a 

great plus, while considering the easy to use and feasible nature, however it seemed a bit less accurate and a bit slow 

at times.  

4. CONCLUSION 
The study was successfully completed as expected and the end result was that it was able to design an 

autonomous vehicle which was successfully able to navigate itself to a given waypoint and was also capable of 

avoiding minor obstacles in the path and correcting its path as per the new position which it was constantly receiving 

from the GPS. The robot is not innovative in the technology used but what it was implemented. The robot uses the 

NMEA protocol to independently steer the system in the end it ended up using NMEA data as well as I2C 

PROTOCOL to achieve the final result. However initial experimentation on using just NMEA proved a failure the 

things learned and algorithms used enabled to understand the way the data reception works and how to implement 

the collected data by the use of microcontrollers and making the actual concept possible. However using the 

magnetometer as a compass for heading instead of depending in NMEA resources seemed to be a bit costlier than 

the expectation it actually proved helpful and also learned about I2C master slave single and double protocols which 

is widely used in communication between electronic devices. 

Future Enhancements: The possible future enhancement for the paper includes the use of other more precise 

sensors which are much costlier but will be more effective in range finding and obstacle avoidance problems used to 

phase while using ultrasonic sensors which have quite appreciably a lower detection range and also use of image 
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processing algorithms like the new NVIDIA GPU based image processing techniques will help us even more. 

However the current knowledge on integrating it into full scale complete vehicles will include the use of large set of 

processors including an on-board computer with pneumatic controls to automatically drive a human commuter or 

any large scale vehicles in for that matter will require an whole scale integration of a few more systems which doesn’t 

come under the scope and objective of the project under took which was essentially developing a cheaper support 

system which is highly dispensable in military and other fields of science and technological development aspects. 
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